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We present embedding theorems for certain logarithmic Bessel potential spaces
modelled upon generalized LorentzZygmund spaces and clarify the role of the
logarithmic terms involved in the norms of the space mentioned. In particular, we
get refinements of the Sobolev embedding theorems, Trudinger’s limiting embedding
as well as embeddings of Sobolev spaces into space of *-Ho lder-continuous functions
including the result of Bre zis and Wainger.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical Sobolev spaces, based upon the Lebesgue spaces L p, have
played a significant role in numerous parts of mathematics for many years.
However, it has gradually become clear that there are considerable advan-
tages to be gained by using as a base a scale of spaces which can be more
finely tuned than the Lebesgue scale. For example, replacement of the L p
spaces by the spaces L p(log L)q of Zygmund type has been used by Edmunds
and Triebel [10] to obtain estimates of the eigenvalues of degenerate elliptic
differential operators with coefficients having singular behaviour. The same
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replacement enables interesting result to be obtained concerning the
smoothness properties of orientation-preserving maps (see Milman [14]
for references and an account of work in this direction). Coupled with this
there has been a revival of interest in limiting embeddings of Sobolev
spaces. Consider, for example, the celebrated result that W 1n(0) (where 0
is a domain in Rn, n>1, with a smooth boundary) is continuously embedded
in the Orlicz space L8(0), where 8(t)=exp tn(n&1)&1 (see Trudinger
[19]). This has been the focus of renewed attention recently and it has been
discovered that if instead of taking Ln as the underlying space the space
Ln(log L)a is used, then the corresponding Sobolev space is embedded in
another Orlicz space of single exponential type if a<0 (see Fusco, Lions
and Sbordone [12] and Edmunds, Gurka and Opic [6, Remark 3.11(iv)]
and [7, Section 6]), while if a=(n&1)n there is an embedding into a
space of double exponential type (see Edmunds, Gurka and Opic [68]).
The time is thus ripe for a systematic study of spaces of Sobolev type,
modelled not upon Lebesgue spaces but on Zygmund or, more generally,
generalized LorentzZygmund spaces, which include Lorentz and Zygmund
spaces and allow arbitrarily many tiers of logarithms. The present paper is
a contribution to such a study, and is set in the context of Bessel potential
spaces based on generalized LorentzZygmund spaces X=Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)
defined, for p, q # (0, ] and real numbers :j , as the set of all functions f
on Rn such that
"t1p&1q ‘
m
j=1
lj
:j (t) } f *(t)"Lq(0, )<,
where f * is the non-increasing rearrangement of f and l1(t)=1+|log t |,
lj (t)=1+log lj&1(t) for j>1. These spaces X include many familiar ones:
if each :j=0, X is just the Lorentz space L p, q(Rn), which becomes L p(Rn)
if p=q; if m=1, X is the LorentzZygmund space considered by Bennett
and Rudnick (see [3] and [4]), which coincides with the Zygmund space
L p(log L):1 when q= p. Given any _>0, p # (1, ) and q # [1, ], the
corresponding Bessel potential space H_X is defined to be the set of all
g_ V f, where g_ is the usual Bessel kernel and f # X. When _ # N and
p, q # (1, ), H _X is just W_X, the Sobolev space of order _ modelled
on X.
Embedding theorems are established which deal with the various possible
relationship between the parameters. Thus when the power exponent p is
in the sublimiting case, that is, 1< p<n_ where _ # (0, n), and q # [1, ],
it turns out that H_X is continuously embedded in Lr, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n), where
1r=1p&_n; this is an extension of the familiar Sobolev embedding
theorem. When p has the limiting value n_, the logarithmic exponents
determine the nature of the embedding. For example, when p=n_,
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_ # (0, n), q # [1, ], :j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m&1 (assuming m>1), then if
:m<1q$, H_X is continuously embedded in an Orlicz space of multiple
exponential type, while if :m>1q$ it is continuously embedded in the
space CB(Rn) of bounded continuous functions on Rn. If the (finite) power
exponent p exceeds the limiting value n_, H _X is again continuously
embedded in CB(Rn). However, in this case more can be said, as embeddings
in spaces of Ho lder type may be possible. For example, if _ # (1, n+1),
p=n(_&1), 1<q<, :m<1q$ and (if m>1) :j=1q$ for
j=1, ..., m&1, then for all u # H_X and all x, y # Rn,
|u(x)&u( y)|C &u&H _X |x& y| l (1&q$:m)q$m ( |x& y| ).
This extends the well-known result of Bre zis and Wainger [5] about the
‘‘almost Lipschitz continuity’’ of elements of H 1+npp (R
n).
Section 2 contains the basic notation we shall use, and in the following
section we present various auxiliary results which will be needed. The main
theorems are given in Section 4, which also contains numerous interesting
examples.
2. NOTATION
Let (R, +) be a totally _-finite measure space. When R=Rn we shall
always take + to be Lebesgue measure +n , and shall write |0|n=+n(0) for
any measurable subset 0 of Rn. Given any subset E of R, /E will stand for
the characteristic function of E. The family of all extended scalar-valued
(real or complex) +-measurable functions on R will be denoted by M(R, +);
M0(R, +) will stand for the subset of M(R, +) consisting of all those func-
tions which are finite +-a.e.; and M+(R, +) (M+0 (R, +)) will represent the
subset of M(R, +) (M0(R, +)) made up of all those function which are non-
negative +-a.e.
Let f # M0(R, +). The distribution function +f of f is defined by
+f (*)=+[x # R; | f (x)|>*] (*0), (2.1)
and the non-increasing rearrangement of f is the function f * defined by
f *(t)=inf[*0; +f (*)t] (t0). (2.2)
Two functions f # M0(R, +) and g # M0(S, &) are called equimeasurable if
they have the same distribution function; that is, if +f (*)=&g(*) for all
*0. We shall also need the average of f *, and so define
f **(t)=t&1 |
t
0
f *(s) ds (t>0). (2.3)
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Now let m # N and define functions l1 , ..., lm on (0, ) by
l1(t)=l (t)=1+|log t |, lm(t)=1+log lm&1(t) (m>1). (2.4)
It is easy to see that for all t # (0, )"[1],
l$1(t)=t&1 sgn(t&1),
(2.5)
l$m(t)=\ ‘
m&1
j=1
lj (t)+
&1
t&1 sgn(t&1) (m>1).
Let p, q # (0, ] and :1 , ..., :m # R. The generalized LorentzZygmund
space Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R) is defined to be the set of all functions f # M0(R, +)
such that
& f &p, q; :1, ..., :m :="t1p&1q ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } f *(t)"q, (0, ) (2.6)
is finite. Here & }&q, (0, ) stands for the usual Lq (quasi-) norm over the
interval (0, ). We shall sometimes write
L p(log L):1 } } } (log log } } } log L
m times
):m (R) or L pl:11 (L) } } } l
:m
m (L)(R)
instead of Lp, p; :1, ..., :m(R). When each :j=0, the space Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R) coin-
cides with the classical Lorentz space L p, q, which is just L p when q= p; if
m=1, Lp, q; :1(R) is the LorentzZygmund space L
p, q(log L):1 introduced
in [3] and which, when p=q, is the Zygmund space L p(log L):1; when
m=2, p=q and +(R)<, then Lp, q; :1, :2(R) equals
L p(log L):1 (log log L):2
={ f ; | | f | p log:1 p(e+| f | )[log log(2e+| f | )]:2 p<= .
The case m=2 of these spaces was studied in [7] and in [11], where the
properties mentioned above will be found together with much other information.
The Bessel kernel g_ (_>0) is defined to be that function on Rn whose
Fourier transform is
g^_(x)=(2?)&n2 (1+|x| 2)&_2, (2.7)
where by the Fourier transform f of a function f we mean that
f (x)=(2?)&n2 |
Rn
e&ix } y f ( y) dy.
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It is known that g_ is a positive, integrable function which is analytic
except at the origin (cf. [2] or [20]). We can now define the Bessel poten-
tial space with which we shall be concerned in this paper. Let _>0 and
suppose that p # (1, ), q # [1, ] and :1 , ..., :m # R. The logarithmic
Bessel potential space H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) is defined to be
[u= g_ V f ; f # Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)], (2.8)
and is equipped with the (quasi-) norm
&u&_; p, q; :1, ..., :m :=& f &p, q; :1, ..., :m . (2.9)
For _=0 we put H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m=Lp, q; :1, ..., :m .
When k # N we define, using standard notation,
WkLp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)=[u; D:u # Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) if |:|k], (2.10)
and equip this space with the (quasi-) norm
:
|:|k
&D:u&p, q; :1, ..., :m . (2.11)
By a Young function 8 we shall mean a continuous, non-negative, strictly
increasing, convex function on [0, ) such that
lim
t  0+
8(t)t= lim
t  
t8(t)=0. (2.12)
Given a Young function 8 and any measurable subset 0 of Rn, L8(0) will
denote the corresponding Orlicz space, equipped with the Luxemburg
norm & }&8 ; for details of such spaces we refer to [1, 4, 13]. If
A, A1 , ..., Am , B # (0, ), the symbols 8A; B , and 8A1, ..., Am; B will represent
Young functions such that
8A; B(t)=exp(At1B) (2.13)
and
8A1, ..., Am ; B(t)=exp(A1 exp(A2 } } } exp(Amt
1B) } } } )) (2.14)
for all tt0 , where t0 is some element of (0, ).
For general facts about Banach function spaces X with function norm *
on a measure space (R, +) we refer to [4, Chap. 1]. Here we remind the
reader of a few concepts only. If X is a Banach function space, an element
f of X is said to have absolutely continuous norm if & f/En &  0 for every
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sequence [En] of subsets of R such that En  < +-a.e. (that is, /En  0
+-a.e.); if every f # X has absolutely continuous norm, X is said to have
absolutely continuous norm. A totally _-finite measure space (R, +) is said
to be resonant if, for all f, g # M0(R, +),
|

0
f *(t) g*(t) dt=sup |
R
| fg~ | d+,
where the supremum is taken over all functions g~ on R which are equi-
measurable with g. A Banach function space X with a function norm
* is called rearrangement-invariant if *( f )=*(g) for every pair of equi-
measurable functions f and g in M+0 (R, +).
Given two (quasi-) Banach spaces X and Y, we write X/Y or
X//Y if X/Y and the natural embedding of X in Y is continuous
or compact, respectively.
For non-negative expressions (i.e. functions or functionals) F1 , F2 we use
the symbol F1 F2 to mean that F1CF2 for some constant C # (0, )
independent of the variables in the expressions F1 , F2 . If F1 F2 and
F2 F1 , we write F1 rF2 .
If p # [1, ], the conjugate number p$ is defined by 1p+1p$=1, with
the understanding that 1$= and $=1. We shall also adopt the conven-
tion that a0= for all a>0.
3. PRELIMINARIES
Here we give some auxiliary results which will be needed in the proofs
of the main theorems.
Our first task is to establish various properties of the space
Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R) introduced in Section 2. We shall need weighted Hardy
inequalities with power-logarithmic weights, and give a general result
below: the proof is omitted since it simply involves checking well-known
criteria (see, for example, [16]).
Lemma 3.1 (non-limiting case). Let 1rs, &{0 and :j , ;j # R
( j=1, ..., m).
(i) The inequality
"t&&(1s) ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } |
t
0
g(u) du"s, (0, )
"t&+(1r$) ‘
m
j=1
l;jj (t) } g(t)"r, (0, ) (3.1)
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holds for all g # M+((0, ), +1) if, and only if, &<0 and one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
:1&;1<0; (3.2)
{there exists k # [2, ..., m&1] such that:j=;j for j=1, ..., k&1 and :k&;k<0; (3.3)
:j=;j for j=1, ..., m&1 and :m&;m0. (3.4)
(ii) The inequality
"t&&(1s) ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } |

t
g(u) du"s, (0, )
"t&+(1r$) ‘
m
j=1
l;jj (t) } g(t)"r, (0, ) (3.5)
holds for all g # M+((0, ), +1) if, and only if, &>0 and one of conditions
(3.2)(3.4) is satisfied.
In this lemma, the term non-limiting indicates that &{0.
Now we introduce the functional & }&( p, q; :1, ..., :m) defined by
& f &( p, q; :1, ..., :m)="t1p&1q ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } f **(t)"q, (0, ); (3.6)
this is identical with that defined in (2.6) save that f * has been replaced
by f **.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that 1< p, 1q, m # N and :1 , ..., :m # R.
Then
& }&p, q; :1, ..., :m& }& ( p, q; :1, ..., :m) & }&p, q; :1, ..., :m . (3.7)
In particular, Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R) consists of all those functions f for which
& f &( p, q; :1, ..., :m) is finite.
Proof. The first inequality in (3.7) follows immediately from the defini-
tions (2.6) and (3.6), and the fact that f * f **. As for the second, we see
from Lemma 3.1(i) that
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& f &( p, q; :1, ..., :m) ="t1p&1&1q ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } |
t
0
f *(s) ds"q, (0, )
"t1p&1+1q$ ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } f *(t)"q, (0, )
=& f &p, q; :1, ..., :m . K
Remark 3.3. The functional f [ & f &p, q; :1, ..., :m is, in general, only a
quasi-norm, even when p, q1. However, since f [ f ** is subadditive (see
[4, Theorem II.3.4]), the triangle inequality for & }&( p, q; :1, ..., :m) follows
immediately from Minkowski’s inequality.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that 1< p<, 1q, m # N and :1 , ..., :m # R.
Then if (R, +) is a resonant measure space,
X :=(Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R), & }& ( p, q; :1, ..., :m))
is a rearrangement-invariant Banach function space, the associate space X$ of
which is, up to equivalence of norms, the space Lp$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m(R).
Proof. Taking into account Remark 3.3, it is easy to see that & }&X :=
& }&( p, q; :1, ..., :m) is a norm on X. There is no difficulty in verifying that X is
a Banach function space, and the rearrangement invariance is obvious. All
that remains is to prove the assertion about X$.
By Corollary II.4.5 of [4] and Ho lder’s inequality,
} |R fg d+ }|

0
f *(t) g*(t) dt& f &X &g&p$, q$, &:1, ..., &:m .
Thus
&g&X$&g&p$, q$, &:1, ..., &:m . (3.8)
To obtain an inequality reverse to (3.8) we follow the proof of
Theorem IV.4.7 of [4] and use the fact that by the Luxemburg representa-
tion theorem (see [4, Theorem II.4.10]) it is sufficient to do so for the
measure space (R+, +1) and functions g on R+ such that g= g*.
First assume that 1<q< and let g be a simple function on R+ with
g= g*: such a function plainly belongs to X$. Define a function f by
f (t)=|

t2
8(s) s&1 ds (t>0), (3.9)
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where
8(s)=s(q$p$)&1 ‘
m
j=1
l&:j q$j (s) } g*(s)
q$&1 (s>0). (3.10)
Note that f is non-increasing and hence f =f *. By (3.10),
|

0
8(s) g*(s) ds=|

0 { s1p$&1q$ ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (s) } g*(s)=
q$
ds
=&g&q$p$, q$, &:1, ..., &:m . (3.11)
We now claim that
8(s)|
s
s2
8(t) t&1 dt (s>0). (3.12)
To establish this, observe that for some % # (s, 2s),
|
s
s2
8(t) t&1 dt= f (s)& f (2s)=8(%2) s%-8(%2). (3.13)
Moreover,
g*(%2)g*(s) (3.14)
and
(%2)(q$p$)&1min[1, ( 12)
(q$p$)&1] s(q$p$)&1. (3.15)
Suppose that s # (0, 1). Then
1&log
s
2
>1&log
%
2
>1&log s
and so, as s  0+,
l&:1 q$1 (%2)min {\1&log s2+
&:1 q$
, (1&log s)&:1 q$=rl&:1 q$1 (s).
If s>2 then
1+log
s
2
<1+log
%
2
<1+log s,
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which gives
l&:1 q$1 (%2)rl&:1 q$1 (s) as s  .
Since the same holds when s is bounded away from 0 or , we have
l&:1 q$1 (%2)rl&:1 q$1 (s) for s # (0, ).
In a similar fashion it follows that for all j # [1, ..., m],
l&:j q$j (%2)rl&:j q$j (s) for s # (0, ). (3.16)
Together with (3.14), (3.15), and (3.10) this shows that
8(s)8(%2),
which justifies the claim (3.12). Now (3.11), (3.12), and (3.9) give
&g&q$p$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m |

0 \|
s
s2
8(t) t&1 dt+ g*(s) ds
|

0
f *(s) g*(s) ds& f &X &g&X $ . (3.17)
Moreover, Lemma 3.2, the change of variables {=t2, and Lemma 3.1(ii)
imply
& f &X r{|

0 \t1p ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } \|

t2
8(s) s&1 ds++
q dt
t =
1q
r{|

0 \{1p ‘
m
j=1
l:jj ({) } \|

{
8(s) s&1 ds++
q d{
{ =
1q
{|

0 \{1p ‘
m
j=1
l:jj ({) } 8({)+
q d{
{ =
1q
={|

0
t(1p+q$p$&1) q ‘
m
j=1
l:j (1&q$) qj (t) } g*(t)
(q$&1) q dt
t =
1q
=&g&q$qp$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m . (3.18)
Using (3.18) in (3.17) we see that
&g&q$p$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m &g&
q$q
p$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m &g&X $ ,
that is,
&g&p$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m &g&X $ . (3.19)
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Since this holds for all simple g such that g= g*, it follows from the Fatou
property and rearrangement invariance that (3.19) holds for all g # X$. This
completes the proof of the theorem when 1<q<.
Now suppose that q=. Let g be a simple function on R+ such that
g= g*, and define f and 8 by (3.9) and (3.10). Then again (3.11) holds and
f *(s)= f (s)rs1p$&1 ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (s)=8(s). (3.20)
Hence
&g&p$, 1; &:1, ..., &:m r|

0
f *(s) g*(s) ds& f &p, ; :1, ..., :m &g&X $ . (3.21)
Hardy’s inequality from Lemma 3.1(ii) shows that
& f &p, ; :1, ..., :m "t1p+1 ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } 8(t) t
&1", (0, )=1,
and from this the lemma follows when q=.
Finally, suppose that q=1, and let g= g* be a simple function on R+.
Then
&g&p$, ; &:1, ..., &:m sup
t>0
t1p$ ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (t) } g**(t)
sup
t>0
t1p$&1 ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (t) } &/(0, t) &p, 1; :1, ..., :m &g&X $ .
Since
&/(0, t) &p, 1; :1, ..., :m=|
t
0
s1p&1 ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (s) dsrt
1p ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t),
it follows that
&g&p$, ; &:1, ..., :m &g&X $ ,
and the lemma holds in this case also. The proof is complete. K
Remark 3.5. Since (Rn, +n) is a resonant measure space, the lemma
holds when (R, +)=(Rn, +n).
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We now turn to the matter of absolute continuity of the norm in the
spaces we have been considering. The following result, which is Proposi-
tion I.3.2 of [4], will be useful.
Proposition 3.6. A function f belonging to a Banach function space X
over (R, +) has absolutely continuous norm if, and only if, & f/En & a 0 for
every sequence [En] of subsets of X such that En a < +-a.e. (that is, /En a 0
+-a.e.).
Our intention is to show that if 1< p<, 1q<, and :j # R
( j=1, ..., m), then X :=Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R) has the absolutely continuous norm
& }&( p, q; :1, ..., :m) . If +(R)<, the proof is easy. For let f # X and suppose
that En a < +-a.e. Then since +(En)+(R)< for all n # N,
lim
n  
+(En)=+ \ ,

n=1
En+=0.
Thus as n  ,
( f/En)* f */(0, +(En))  0,
and, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem,
& f/En&X \|

0 \t1p ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } f *(t) /(0, +(En))(t)+
q dt
t +
1q
 0 as n  .
The result follows from Proposition 3.6.
However, if +(R)=, it may happen that En a < as n   but
+(En)= for all n # N. In that event, /(0, +(En))=/(0, ) and the trivial
estimate
( f/En)* f */(0, +(En))
does not imply that ( f/En)*  0 as n  . A more careful analysis is
needed to deal with the case of infinite measure, and we shall find the
following lemma useful in this.
Lemma 3.7 (See [4, Proposition II.1.7]). Let f, fn (n # N) belong to
M0(R, +) and suppose that
| f |lim inf
n  
| fn | +-a.e.
Then
f *lim inf
n  
f n*.
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We shall also need the following natural analogue of this lemma:
Lemma 3.8 (See [17]). Let f, fn (n # N) belong to M0(R, +) and suppose
that
lim sup
n  
| fn || f | +-a.e.
Assume also that there is a function g # M0(R, +) such that
| fn || g| +&a.e. for all large enough n, (3.22)
g*(t)< for all t # (0, ), (3.23)
lim
t  
g*(t)=0. (3.24)
Then
lim sup
n  
f n* f *.
Combination of the last two lemmas gives
Corollary 3.9. Suppose that f, fn (n # N) belong to M0(R, +) and
| f |= lim
n  
| fn | +-a.e.
Assume also that conditions (3.22)(3.24) are satisfied. Then
f *= lim
n  
f n*.
We can now give the promised result.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that 1< p<, 1q< and :1 , ..., :m # R.
Then the space
X :=(Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R), & }&p, q; :1, ..., :m)
has absolutely continuous norm.
Proof. Of course, in view of Lemma 3.2, from the standpoint of
absolute continuity it does not matter whether Lp, q; :1, ..., :m is endowed with
& }&p, q; :1, ..., :m or & }& ( p, q; :1, ..., :m) . Let f # X. Since q<, it is plain that
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f *(t)< for all t # (0, ) and limt   f *(t)=0. Assume that En a <
+-a.e.; that is, /En a 0 +-a.e. Put fn= f/En (n # N). Then limn   fn=0 +-a.e.
and
| fn || f | for all n # N. (3.25)
By Corollary 3.9, limn   f n*=0*=0. From (3.25) we have f n* f * and
thus, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem,
& f/En &X=& fn &X=\|

0 {t1p ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } f n*(t)=
q dt
t +
1q
 0
as n  , and the result follows. K
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.10 and 3.4 we have
Corollary 3.11. Let 1< p<, 1<q< and :1 , ..., :m # R; let (R, +)
be resonant. Then the space X=(Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R), & }&p, q; :1, ..., :m) is (equiv-
alent to) a Banach function space with associate space (equivalent to)
X$=(Lp$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m(R), & }&p$, q$; &:1, ..., &:m), and both X and X$ have
absolutely continuous norm.
We shall also need some density results, and here we specialize to func-
tion spaces over (Rn, +n).
Lemma 3.12. Let 1< p<, 1q< and :1 , ..., :m # R. Then
(i) C 0 (R
n) is dense in Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n);
(ii) C 0 (R
n) is dense in W 1Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n);
(iii) the Schwartz space S is dense in H _Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) for all _0.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.10, Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) is a rearrangement-
invariant function space with absolutely continuous norm. It follows that
the proof of (i) and (ii) can be carried out by means of the usual technique
of regularization (see [1]). Moreover, since our assumptions imply that
S/Lp, q; :1, ..., :m (=: H
0Lp, q; :1, ..., :m), part (iii) follows easily from (i)
and the fact that g_ V h # S for all h # S; in fact, by [18, p. 135],
[g_ V h; h # S]=S for all _>0. K
Remark 3.13. The same argument as above shows that parts (i) and
(ii) of Lemma 3.12 hold if Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) is replaced by any Banach
function space L=L(Rn) which is rearrangement-invariant with respect to
Lebesgue measure on Rn and which has absolutely continuous norm. Note
also that one can prove that the elements of such a space L are L-mean
continuous: that is, given any f # L and any =>0, there exists $>0 such
that & f ( } +h)& f ( } )&L<= for all h # Rn with |h|<$.
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To conclude this section we present some material on interpolation
which will be useful later on. Essentially we need some variant of the
Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem for our generalized Lorentz
Zygmund spaces defined on Rn. An exhaustive treatment of this for the case
when m=2 and the spaces are defined over a finite measure space with
non-atomic measure can be found in [11].
Suppose that 1 p1< p2 and that q1 , q2 # [1, ], q1{q2 . Let _
stand for the interpolation segment [(1p1 , 1q1), (1p2 , 1q2)], by which we
mean that _ is the line segment with endpoints (1pj , 1qj), j=1, 2. Put
l=
1q1&1q2
1p1&1p2
. (3.26)
For each g # M+(0, ) and each t # (0, ) the Caldero n operator S_
associated with the interpolation segment _ is given by
S_(g)(t)=t&1q1 |
tl
0
u1p1&1g(u) du+t&1q2 |

t l
u1p2&1g(u) du. (3.27)
Now let T be a quasilinear operator with values in M(Rn, +n) and defined
for all those f # M(Rn, +n) for which
S_( f *)(1)<. (3.28)
(We recall that T is called quasilinear if there is a constant k1 such
that for all f and g in the domain of T, and all scalars *, |T( f +g)|
k( |Tf |+|Tg| ), |T(*f )| = |*| |Tf |.) Then T is said to be of joint weak type
( p1 , q1 ; p2 , q2) if
(Tf )* (t)S_( f *)(t) (3.29)
for all f satisfying (3.28).
The main interpolation result which we shall need is the following:
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that 1 p1< p2 and 1q1 , q2, with
q1{q2 ; let 1rs and :1 , ..., :m # R. Suppose that % # (0, 1) and let
p, q be given by
1
p
=
1&%
p1
+
%
p2
,
1
q
=
1&%
q1
+
%
q2
. (3.30)
Let T be of joint weak type ( p1 , q1 ; p2 , q2). Then T maps Lp, r; :1, ..., :m(R
n)
boundedly to Lq, s; :1, ..., :m(R
n).
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Proof. Let f # Lp, r; :1, ..., :m(R
n). By (3.27) and (3.29),
&Tf &q, s; :1, ..., :m N1+N2 ,
where
N1="t1q&1q1&1s ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } |
tl
0
u1p1&1f *(u) du"s, (0, ),
N2="t1q&1q2&1s ‘
m
j=1
l:jj (t) } |

tl
u1p2&1f *(u) du"s, (0, ),
and l is given by (3.26). Note that 1q&1q j=l (1p&1pj) for j=1, 2.
The change of variables {=tl , together with the observation that lj (t)r
lj ({) for j=1, ..., m, show that
N1 "{1p&1p1&1s ‘
m
j=1
l:jj ({) } |
{
0
u1p1&1f *(u) du"s, (0, )
and
N2 "{1p&1p2&1s ‘
m
j=1
l:jj ({) } |

{
u1p2&1f *(u) du"s, (0, ).
By Hardy’s inequality from Lemma 3.1(i), we have
N1 "{1p&1r ‘
m
j=1
l:jj ({) } f *({)"r, (0, ),
and by Lemma 3.1(ii),
N2 "{1p&1r ‘
m
j=1
l:jj ({) } f *({)"r, (0, ).
The proof is complete. K
Corollary 3.15. Let T be a quasilinear operator such that for all
q # (1, ),
T : Lq(Rn)  Lq(Rn) (3.31)
is bounded. Let 1< p<, 1r and :1 , ..., :m # R. Then
T : Lp, r; :1, ..., :m(R
n)  Lp, r; :1, ..., :m(R) (3.32)
is bounded.
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Proof. Choose p1 , p2 so that 1< p1< p< p2< and define % # (0, 1)
by 1p=(1&%)p1+%p2 . By (3.31), T is of strong types ( p1 , p1) and
( p2 , p2). Hence T is of joint weak type ( p1 , p1 ; p2 , p2) (see [4,
Theorem IV.4.11]). This result now follows from Theorem 3.14. K
4. BESSEL POTENTIAL SPACES AND EMBEDDING THEOREMS
Our concern here is with the logarithmic Bessel potential spaces
H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) introduced in Section 2, (2.8), and we begin with the
case in which _ is a natural number, k. It is well known that if 1< p<,
then the Bessel potential space HkL p(Rn) coincides with the Sobolev space
Wkp(R
n). We shall show that an analogous assertion holds when the role of
Lebesgue spaces is played by the generalized LorentzZygmund spaces
Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n). The basic tool needed to establish this is the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let _ # [1, ), suppose that p, q # (1, ) and let
:1 , ..., :m # R; put X=Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n). Then f # H_X if, and only if,
f # H_&1X and the distributional derivatives fxj belong to H_&1X
( j=1, ..., m). Moreover, the norms
& f &_; p, q; :1, ..., :m
and
& f &_&1; p, q; :1, ..., :m+ :
m
j=1 "
f
xj "_&1; p, q; :1, ..., :m
are equivalent on H_X.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.12, Corollary 3.15 and Corollary 3.11, the
proof can be carried out as in the case of L p spaces (see [18, Chap. V,
Lemma 3]). K
The promised result now follows directly.
Theorem 4.2. Let k # N, suppose that p, q # (1, ) and let :1 , ..., :m # R.
Then
HkLp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)=W kLp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)
and the corresponding (quasi-) norms are equivalent.
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Proof. This is similar to that of Theorem 3 in Chapter V of [18], and
so is omitted. K
In [68] it was shown what influence the logarithmic terms in the
Lp, q; :, ;-norm had upon integrability of the Riesz and Bessel potentials and
upon embedding theorems for the corresponding Bessel potential spaces
in limiting cases. More precisely, it was proved that if A1 , A2 # (0, ),
_ # (0, n), q # [1, ], ;<1q$, :=;&1q$, and 0/Rn with |0|n<,
then
H_Ln_, q; ;(Rn)/L8A1; &:(0) (4.1)
and
H_Ln_, q; 1q$, ;(Rn)/L8A1, A2; &:(0), (4.2)
where 8A1 ; &: and 8A1, A2 ; &: are Young functions such that for all large
enough t,
8A1 ; &: (t)=exp(A1t
&1:), 8A1, A2; &: (t)=exp(A1 exp(A2t
&1:))
(see (2.13) and (2.14)). In particular, if we take _=nq with q # (1, ), and
;=0, then (4.1) and (4.2) give
HnqLq(Rn)/L8A1; 1q$(0) (4.3)
and
HnqLq(log L)1q$ (Rn)/L8A1, A2; 1q$(0), (4.4)
respectively. Further specialization to q=n>1 in (4.3) and (4.4) shows
that
H1Ln(Rn)/L8A1; 1n$(0) (4.5)
and
H1Ln(log L)1n$ (Rn)/L8A1, A2 ; 1n$(0). (4.6)
It is shown in [8] that all these embeddings are sharp in the sense that
the Young functions involved cannot be replaced by any other Young
functions which are strictly increasing more rapidly near infinity. Note that
the embedding (4.5) corresponds to Trudinger’s result [19]. The special
case _=nq, q # (1, ) and ;=&"q ("0) of (4.1) corresponds to the
result of [9]; in particular, taking q=n and ">0 we obtain the embedding
obtained in [12].
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Comparison of (4.5) and (4.6) shows that the logarithmic term (log L)1n$
in (4.6) brings about an essential change in the target space, which in (4.6)
is of double exponential type in contradistinction to (4.5), where the target
space is merely of single exponential type. The same method as in [7]
enables one to prove that
H1Ln(log L)1n$ } } } (log log } } } log L
(m&1) times
)1n$ (Rn)/L8A1, . . ., Am ; 1n$(0), (4.7)
where m # N, m>1, A1 , ..., Am # (0, ) and 8A1, ..., Am ; 1n$ is defined in
(2.14). This is a particular case (_=nq, q=n>1, :m=0) of the following
limiting result:
Theorem 4.3. Let _ # (0, n), q # [1, ] and m # N. Let :m<1q$,
:=:m&1q$ and, if m>1, let :j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m&1. Suppose that
0/Rn is such that |0|n<. Then
H_Ln_, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)/L8A1, . . ., Am ;&:(0). (4.8)
Proof. The proof for the case m=2 is given in [7]; that for the general
situation is analogous and is therefore omitted. K
Remark 4.4. By [8] the embedding (4.8) is not compact.
It is natural to ask what should be the target space in (4.8) if :m>1q$,
the other assumptions remaining unchanged. In this case the logarithmic
term of highest order is in a ‘‘superlimiting’’ state, while the logarithmic
terms of lower orders (and also the power term) are in limiting states. Of
course, we should also ask about the situation when :m=1q$, but this is
covered by Theorem 4.3. Indeed, we can put :~ j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m and
:~ m+1=0<1q$, and use Theorem 4.3 with m+1 in place of m and :~ j
( j=1, ..., m+1) instead of :j ( j=1, ..., m). For the superlimiting case men-
tioned above, we shall prove that one of the possible target spaces is
CB(Rn) :=C(Rn) & L(Rn). This should be compared with the classical
situation based on the L p scale, where we know that
H1L p(Rn)/CB(Rn) (4.9)
if p>n, that is, the power term is in the superlimiting state. Corresponding
to this we shall show that the Bessel potential space H _Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) is
also continuously embedded in CB(Rn) if p>n_, no matter what the real
numbers :1 , ..., :m are. Our proof uses the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.5. Let Y=Y(Rn) be a Banach function space, with absolutely
continuous norm, which is rearrangement-invariant (with respect to Lebesgue
measure on Rn). Suppose that _>0 and &g_&Y $<, where g_ is defined by
(2.7). Then
H_Y/CB(Rn) :=C(Rn) & L(Rn), (4.10)
where CB(Rn) is equipped with the L(Rn) norm.
Proof. Let u # H_Y. Then u= g_ V f for some f # Y, and so
|u(x)||
Rn
| g_( y)| } | f (x& y)| dyC & f &Y ,
where C=&g_ &Y $ . Hence H_Y/L(Rn).
To prove that u # C(Rn), let x, h # Rn. Then
|u(x+h)&u(x)|&g_ &Y $ & f (x+h& } )& f (x& } )&Y
=&g_ &Y $ & f ( } &h)& f ( } )&Y , (4.11)
where f ( y)= f (x& y), y # Rn. Since f # Y if, and only if, f # Y, and
& f &Y=& f &Y , it follows from Remark 3.13 that the last term in (4.11) can
be made arbitrarily small by making |h| small enough. Thus u # C(Rn) and
the proof is complete. K
To deal with the various superlimiting cases we now have
Corollary 4.6. Let q # [1, ] and m # N. Suppose that either
_ # (0, n), p=n_, :m>1q$ and, if m>1,
:j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m&1,= (4.12)
or
_ # (0, ), max[1, n_]< p<, and :1 , ..., :m # R. (4.13)
Let Y=Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n). Then
H_Y/CB(Rn). (4.14)
In particular, if :m=;>1n$ and n>1, then when we put _=nq and q=n,
(4.12) and (4.14) show that
H1Lnl1n$1 (L) } } } l
1n$
m&1(L) l
;
m(L)(R
n)/CB(Rn). (4.15)
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Similarly, if 1<n< p< and :1 , ..., :m # R, then when we put _=1 and
q= p, (4.13) and (4.14) imply that
H1L pl:11 (L) } } } l
:m
m (L)(R
n)/CB(Rn). (4.16)
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.5 we need only show that &g_&Y $<. By
[7, Lemma 3.5], we know that for some B>0,
g*_(t)t(_&n)n exp(&Bt1n) for t>0, (4.17)
if _ # (0, n).
Suppose first that (4.12) holds. Then
Y$=Ln(n&_), q$ ; &:1, ..., &:m(R
n). (4.18)
Thus by (4.18), (4.12), and (4.17),
&g_&Y $="t(n&_)n&1q$ ‘
m&1
j=1
l&1q$j (t) } l
&:m
m (t) g*_ (t)"q$, (0, )I1+I2 ,
where
I1="t&1q$ ‘
m&1
j=1
l&1q$j (t) } l
&:m
m (t) exp(&Bt
1n)"q$, (0, 1)
and
I2="t&1q$ ‘
m&1
j=1
l&1q$j (t) } l
&:m
m (t) exp(&Bt
1n)"q$, (1, ).
Plainly I2< and, since :m>1q$, we also have I1<. Thus &g_&Y $<.
Now suppose that (4.13) holds. Thus
Y$=Lp$, q$ ; &:1, ..., &:m(R
n).
If _ # (0, n) we may use (4.17) again to obtain
&g_&Y $J1+J2 ,
where
J1="t1p$&1q$+_n&1 ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (t) } exp(&Bt
1n)"q$, (0, 1)
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and
J2="t1p$&1q$+_n&1 ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (t) } exp(&Bt
1n)"q$, (1, ).
Once more it is clear that J2<; and since our assumptions imply that
_n+1p$&1>0, we also have J1<. Hence &g_&Y $<.
To deal with the case in which _ # [n, ) we need estimates for g*_
companion to those given in (4.17). We use the estimates that, as |x|  0,
g_(x)r{ log(1|x| )1
if _=n,
if _>n,
(4.19)
and that as |x|  ,
g_(x)e&c |x| if _>0, (4.20)
for some positive constant c. For these estimates, see [2]. Define a function
h_ on (0, ) by
h_(t)={log(et),1,
_=n
_>n
if t # (0, 1),
and
h_(t)=1 for all _n if t # [1, ).
Then
0g_(x)h_( |x| ) e&c |x| :=H_( |x| ) (4.21)
for all x # R"[0] and all _n. It follows that
g*_ (t)H*_ (t) if t>0, _n. (4.22)
Since the function f given by f (t)=h_(t) e&ct (t>0), is decreasing, its
distribution function satisfies
+f (*)= f &1(*) for all *>0.
Hence
+H_(*)=|n[ f
&1(*)]n for all *>0,
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where |n is the volume of the unit ball in Rn. Then
H*_ (t)=inf[*>0; |n[ f &1(*)]nt]= f ((t|n)1n), t>0.
Together with (4.22) this shows that for some positive constants A and B,
e&Bt1n log(et) if _=n and t # (0, 1),
g*_ (t){e&Bt1n if _>n and t # (0, 1), (4.23)e&Bt1n if _n and t # [1, ).
Armed with this estimate we may prove that &g_&Y $< when
_ # [n, ) in exactly the same way as when _ # (0, n). We omit the
details. K
Remark 4.7. If we replace condition (4.12) by
_ # (0, n), p=n_ and there exists k # [1, ..., m&2] such that
:j=1q$ for j=1, ..., k ; :k+1>1q$, :j # R for j=k+1, ..., m = (4.24)
then it is easy to see that the conclusion of Corollary 4.6 holds.
In the classical situation, when p>n it is a familiar fact that in addition
to (4.9) there are embeddings of H1L p(Rn) in spaces of Ho lder-continuous
functions. It turns out that there are analogous results for the spaces
H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n). To establish this we need the following assertion for the
sublimiting case, which is a refinement of [13, Theorem 5.7.7(i)].
Theorem 4.8. Let _ # (0, n), 1< p<n_, 1r=1p&_n, q # [1, ],
m # N and :1 , ..., :m # R. Then
H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)/Lr, q; :1, ..., :m(R
m). (4.25)
Proof. Let u # H _Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n). Then u= g_ V f, where f #
Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n). Hence, using the O’Neil inequality,
u*(t)u**(t)tg_**(t) f **(t)+|

t
g*_ ({) f *({) d{ (4.26)
(see [15] or [20, Lemma 1.8.8]), together with the estimate
g_**(t)t(_&n)n
which follows from (4.17), we have
u*(t)t(_&n)n |
t
0
f *({) d{+|

t
{(_&n)nf *({) d{.
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This means that the operator T defined by Tf =u= g_ V f is of joint weak
type ( p1 , q1 ; p2 , q2) with 1q1=(n&_)n, p1=1, q2= and 1p2=_n.
Since 1p # (_n, 1)=(1p2 , 1p1), we have 1p=(1&%)p1+%p2 , where
%=(1&1p)(1&_n) # (0, 1). Moreover, the number r given by 1r=
(1&%)q1+%q2 satisfies 1r=1p&_n. The result thus follows from
Theorem 3.14. K
Theorem 4.8 enables us to prove the next result, which is a refinement of
[13, Theorem 5.7.8(i)].
Theorem 4.9. Suppose that 1<q<, _ # [1, n+1), max[1, n_]<
p<n(_&1), m # N and :1 , ..., :m # R. Then for any u # H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)
and all x, y # Rn,
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&_ ; p, q; :1, ..., :m |x& y|
* ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj ( |x& y| ), (4.27)
where * :=_&np # (0, 1).
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.12 and Corollary 4.6 it is enough to prove
(4.27) for any u # S.
Let x, y # Rn, 0<|x& y|=*. Then there is a cube Q*=Q*(x, y) of edge
length * such that x, y # Q * . Given any u # S and z # Q* , we have
|u(x)&u(z)|= } |
1
0
:
n
j=1
u
xj
(x+t(z&x))(zj&xj) dt }
* - n :
n
j=1
|
1
0 }
u
xj
(x+t(z&x)) } dt.
Hence
} u(x)&*&n |Q* u(z) dz }
*1&n - n :
n
j=1
|
1
0
|
Q* }
u
xj
(x+t(z&x)) } dz dt
=- n |
1
0
*1&nt&n \ :
n
j=1
|
Qxt* }
u
xj
(s) } ds+ dt, (4.28)
where for any t # (0, 1) the symbol Qxt* denotes a subcube of Q* with faces
parallel to those of Q* and which is given by
Qxt*=[s # Q* ; s=x+t(z&x), z # Q*].
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Since u # S/X_ :=H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n), Lemma 4.1 shows that
u
xj
# X_&1 ( j=1, ..., n). (4.29)
If _>1 then, by Theorem 4.8, with _&1 instead of _,
X_&1 /Y :=Lr, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n),
where 1r=1p&(_&1)n. If _=1, then r= p and X_&1 /Y holds
trivially. Thus
:
n
j=1
|
Qxt* }
u
xj
(s) } ds :
n
j=1 "
u
xj "Y &/Qxt* &Y$ . (4.30)
Moreover,
:
n
j=1 "
u
xj "Y :
n
j=1 "
u
xj "X_&1&u&X_ (4.31)
and
&/Qxt* &Y$ ="{1r$&1q$ ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj ({) } / (0, (t*)n)({)"q$, (0, )
r(t*)nr$ ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj ((t*)
n);
note that 1r$>0. Hence
|
1
0
*1&nt&n \ :
n
j=1
|
Qxt* }
u
xj
(s) } ds+ dt&u&X I(*), (4.32)
where
I(*)=|
1
0
*(*t)&n+nr$ ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj ((t*)
n) dt
=
1
n |

*&n
{1p&_n&1 ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj ({
&1) d{
r(*&n)1p&_n ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (*
n)r** ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (*).
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Together with (4.28) and (4.32) this shows that
}u(x)&*&n |Q* u(z) dz }&u&X ** ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (*),
and so
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&X |x& y|* ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj ( |x& y| ), (4.33)
for all x, y # Rn. The proof is complete. K
The next two theorems represent refinements of [13, Theorem 5.7.8(ii)
and (iii)]. Theorem 4.11 extends the result of [5] about ‘‘almost Lipschitz
continuity’’. To prove it, we need
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that _ # (0, n), q # [1, ], m # N, :m<1q$ and,
if m>1, let :j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m&1. Then there is a constant C # (0, )
such that the inequality
sup
t # (0, 1)
[l:m&1q$m (t) u*(t)]C & f &n_, q; :1, ..., :m
holds for all u= g_ V f with f # Ln_, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n).
The proof can be carried out analogously to the proof of the sufficiency
part of Lemma 4.1 in [7].
Theorem 4.11. Suppose that _ # (1, n+1), p=n(_&1), 1<q<,
m # N, :m<1q$ and, if m>1, let :j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m&1. Then for any
u # H _Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) and all x, y # Rn,
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&_ ; p, q; :1, ..., :m |x& y| l
(1&q$:m)q$
m ( |x& y| ). (4.34)
Proof. Taking u # S and x, y # Rn with |x& y|=*, we have (4.28) and
(4.29). To estimate
Ij (u) :=|
Qxt* }
u
xj
(s) } ds, j=1, ..., n,
we can use Lemma 4.10, (with _&1 and uxj instead of _ and u, respec-
tively). Thus, if +n(Qxt*)=(t*)
n1, we have
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Ij (u)|
(t*)n
0 }
u
xj }
*
({) d{
" uxj "X_&1 |
(t*)n
0
l (1&q$:m)q$m ({) d{
&u&X_ (t*)
n l (1&q$:m)q$m ((t*)
n). (4.35)
If +n(Qxt*)>1, then Ij (u)Ij1(u)+Ij2(u), where
Ij1(u)=|
1
0 }
u
xj }
*
({) d{, Ij2(u)=|
(t*)n
1 }
u
xj }
*
({) d{.
By (4.35), Ij1(u)&u&X_ . Furthermore, Ij2(u)(t*)
n |uxj |* (1) and again
using Lemma 4.10 to estimate |uxj |* (1), we obtain
Ij2(u)(t*)
n" uxj "X_&1 l
(1&q$:m)q$
m (1)&u&X_ (t*)
n.
Consequently (recall that lm(s)1 for any s # (0, )),
Iji (u)&u&X_ (t*)
n l (1&q$:m)q$m ((t*)
n), i=1, 2,
which implies that
Ij (u)&u&X_ (t*)
n l (1&q$:m)q$m ((t*)
n), j=1, ..., n.
Hence
|
1
0
*1&nt&n \ :
n
j=1
|
Qxt* }
u
xj
(s) } ds+ dt&u&X_ I(*), (4.36)
where
I(*)=|
1
0
*l (1&q$:m)q$m ((t*)
n) dt
=
1
n |

*&n
{&1n&1l (1&q$:m)q$m ({
&1) d{
r*l (1&q$:m)q$m (*).
Together with (4.28) and (4.36) this yields
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&X_ |x& y| l
(1&q$:m)q$
m ( |x& y| )
and the proof is complete. K
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Remark 4.12. If 0 is a bounded subset of Rn, one may prove (4.34) for
x, y # 0 in the following slightly different way:
Let u=X_ (we still use the same notation as in the proof of
Theorem 4.9). By Lemma 4.1, the function u and all its derivatives uxj
( j=1, ..., n) belong to X_&1 . Let 8 be a Young function given by
8(t)=exp(exp( } } } exp
m times
tq$(1&q$:m)) } } } )
for all large t. Let B be a ball in Rn which contains 0. Then by
Theorem 4.3, with A1=A2= } } } =Am=1 and _&1 instead of _, we see
that X_&1 /L8(B), and consequently X_/W 1L8(B). Since for all
large t,
8&1(t)r[log(log( } } } (log t)
m times
} } } ))](1&q$:m)q$,
we have
|

t
8&1({)
{1+1n
d{rt&1nl (1&q$:m)q$m (t).
Hence by [1, Theorem 8.36],
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&X_ |x& y| l
(1&q$:m)q$
m ( |x& y|
&n)
r&u&X_ |x& y| l
(1&q$:m)q$
m ( |x& y| )
for all x, y # B with |x& y| small enough, say |x& y|<* # (0, 1). For
x, y # B with |x& y|*, since B is bounded,
|x& y|r1 and lm( |x& y| )r1.
Together with the estimate
|u(x)&u( y)|2 &u&, B &u&W1L8(B) &u&X_ , x, y # B,
which follows from Theorem 8.35 of [1], this gives (4.34) for x, y # 0
satisfying |x& y|*.
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Theorem 4.13. Let 1<q<, m # N and suppose that either
_ # (1, n+1), p=n(_&1), :m>1q$ and, if m>1,
:j=1q$ for j=1, ..., m&1, = (4.37)
or
_ # (1, ), max[1, n(_&1)]< p< and :1 , ..., :m # R. (4.38)
Then for all u # H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n) and all x, y # Rn,
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&_ ; p, q; :1, ..., :m |x& y|. (4.39)
Proof. Taking u # S and x, y # Rn with |x& y|=*, we have (4.28). In
view of (4.29) and Corollary 4.6 (with _&1 instead of _), it follows that
uxj # L(Rn)=: Y for j=1, ..., n. Also, with the same notation as in the
proof of Theorem 4.9,
&/Qxt*&Y$=|
(t*)n
0
ds=(t*)n.
From (4.28)(4.31) we have
}u(x)&*&n |Q* u(z) dz }&u&X_ |
1
0
*1&nt&n(t*)n dt=&u&X_*.
Thus
|u(x)&u( y)|&u&X_ |x& y| (4.40)
for all x, y # Rn, and the proof is complete. K
Just as in the classical situation where for p>n we have
H1L p(Rn)/C0, *(Rn)
for a suitable exponent *, so we may reformulate the assertions of
Theorems 4.9, 4.11, and 4.13 as
H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)/C 0, *(t)(Rn),
where the space C0, *(t)(Rn) is defined below.
Definition 4.14. (i) Let L be the class of all continuous functions
* : (0, )  (0, ) which are increasing on some interval (0, $) with
$=$(*)>0, and satisfy lim*  0+ *(t)=0.
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(ii) Let * # L and let 0 be a domain in Rn. The space C 0, *(t)(0 )
consists of all those functions u # C(0 ) for which the norm
&u&0, *(t) :=sup
x # 0
|u(x)|+ sup
x, y # 0
x{ y
|u(x)&u( y)|
*( |x& y| )
is finite. Here, as usual, C(0 ) stands for the family of all functions which
are bounded and uniformly continuous on 0; this space is endowed with
the norm &u&C(0 )= x # 0 |u(x)|.
Some of the basic properties of the spaces C 0, *(t)(0 ) are given in the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.15. Let 0 be a domain in Rn.
(i) For all * # L, the space (C0, *(t)(0 ), & }&0, *(t)) is a Banach space.
(ii) Let *1 , *2 # L and suppose there exists a>0 such that *1(t)r
*2(t) for all t # (0, a) _ (a&1, ) or *1(t)r*2(t) for all t # (0, a) if 0 is
bounded. Then
C0, *1(t)(0 )=C0, *2(t)(0 )
and the corresponding norms are equivalent.
(iii) Let * # L and let 0 be bounded. Then
C0, *(t)(0 )//C(0 ).
(iv) Let *1 , *2 # L be such that *1 *2 # L and suppose that 0 is
bounded. Then
C0, *1(t)(0 )//C 0, *2(t)(0 ).
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is easy and is left to the reader; (iii) and
(iv) are consequences of (ii) and Lemma 7.4.3 of [13]. K
Now we combine Corollary 4.6, Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.15 (iv) to
obtain immediately
Theorem 4.16. Suppose that 1<q<, _ # [1, n+1), max[1, n_]<
p<n(_&1), m # N and :1 , ..., :m # R. Define
*(t)=t_&np ‘
m
j=1
l&:jj (t), t>0. (4.41)
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Then
H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)/C 0, *(t)(Rn).
If, in addition, 0 is a bounded domain in Rn and + # L is such that *+ # L,
then
H_Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)//C0, +(t)(0 ).
From Theorems 4.2 and 4.16 we obtain directly
Corollary 4.17. Suppose that n< p<, 1<q<, m # N and
:1 , ..., :m # R. Let * # L be given by (4.41) with _=1. Then
W1Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)/C 0, *(t)(Rn).
If, in addition, 0 is a bounded domain in Rn and + # L is such that *+ # L,
then
W1Lp, q; :1, ..., :m(R
n)//C 0, +(t)(0 ).
We leave to the reader the formulation of similar results which can be
obtained from Theorems 4.11 and 4.13 and Lemma 4.15(iv).
To conclude the paper we give two sets of examples to illustrate our
results and to help to put them in context as compared with known work.
Example 4.18. Let n # N, n>1.
(i) Suppose that 1< p<n, 1r=1p&1n and ; # R. Then
W1L p(log L); (Rn)/Lr, p ; ;(Rn).
This follows from Theorem 4.8; the special case ;=0, plus the fact that
Lr, p(Rn)/Lr(Rn), gives the Sobolev embedding theorem: W 1p(R
n)/
Lr(Rn). Here the power exponent p is sublimiting.
When the power exponent has the limiting value n, the nature of the
embedding is controlled by the logarithmic exponent. The next three
examples illustrate this.
(ii) Let 0/Rn be such that |0|n<. Suppose that ;<1n$; let 8
be a Young function such that for large t,
8(t)=exp tn$(1&;n$).
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Then
W1Ln(log L); (Rn)/L8(0).
This follows from Theorem 4.3; the special case ;=0 corresponds to
Trudinger’s result [19] and the case ;<0 to that of [12].
(iii) Let 0/Rn, |0| n<. Let 9 be a Young function such that for
all large t,
9(t)=exp(exp tn$).
Then
W1Ln(log L)1n$ (Rn)/L9 (0).
This is the particular case m=2, _=1, q=n, :2=0 of Theorem 4.3 and
corresponds to a result given in [68].
(iv) Let ;>1n$. Then
W1Ln(log L); (Rn)/CB(Rn).
This is a particular case of Corollary 4.6. Note the importance of the
logarithmic term: if ;=0 there is no such embedding, for it is a familiar
fact that W 1n(R
n)/% L(Rn).
Increase of the power exponent beyond the limiting value n results in
embeddings in spaces of Ho lder type.
(v) Let n< p<, ; # R and *(t)=t1&npl&;1 (t) for t>0. Then
W1L p(log L); (Rn)/C 0, *(t)(Rn).
This follows from Corollary 4.17; the classical result corresponds to ;=0.
Example 4.19. Here we deal with Sobolev spaces involving second-
order derivatives.
(i) Suppose that 1< p<n2, 1r=1p&2n, and ; # R. Then by
Theorem 4.8,
W2L p(log L); (Rn)/Lr, p ; ;(Rn).
In this example the power exponent p was sublimiting. The next three
examples show how the size of the logarithmic exponent determines the
nature of the embedding when p has the limiting value n2.
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(ii) Let 0/Rn (n>2) be such that |0|n<. Suppose that
;<(n&2)n, and let 8 be a Young function such that 8(t)=
exp tn(n&2&n;) for a large t. Then by Theorem 4.3,
W2Ln2(log L); (Rn)/L8(0).
(iii) Let 0/Rn (n>2), |0|n<. Let 9 be a Young function such
that 9(t)=exp(exp tn(n&2)) for large t. Then by Theorem 4.3, with m=2
and :2=0,
W2Ln2(log L)(n&2)n (Rn)/L9 (0).
Here the logarithmic exponent has the limiting value (n&2)2, and a
double exponential space appears as the target space.
(iv) Further increase of the logarithmic exponent beyond the limiting
value gives an embedding into the space of bounded continuous functions.
Thus if n>2 and ;>(n&2)n, by Corollary 4.6 we see that
W2Ln2(log L); (Rn)/CB(Rn).
(v) Increase of the power exponent above the limiting value n2
gives embeddings into spaces of Ho lder type. From Theorems 4.16 we see
that if n>1, n2< p<n and ; # R is arbitrary, then
W2L p(log L); (Rn)/C 0, *(t)(Rn),
where
*(t)=t2&npl&;1 (t), t>0.
When the power exponent reaches the next critical value, n, the size of the
logarithmic exponent affect the embedding. This is illustrated by the next
three examples.
(vi) Suppose that n>1, ;<1n$ and *(t)=tl (1&n$;)n$1 (t) for t>0.
Then Theorem 4.11 with m=1 gives
W2Ln(log L); (Rn)/C 0, *(t)(Rn).
This corresponds to the result obtained by Bre zis and Wainger [5].
(vii) When the logarithmic exponent has the limiting value 1n$
and n>1, the target space involves a double logarithm. In fact, by
Theorem 4.11 with m=2 we have
W2Ln(log L)1n$ (Rn)/C0, *(t)(Rn),
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where
*(t)=tl1n$2 (t) for t>0.
(viii) Values of the logarithmic exponent greater then 1n$ produce
embeddings in a space of Lipschitz-continuous functions. More precisely,
Theorem 4.13 tells us that if ;>1n$ and n>1, then
W2Ln(log L); (Rn)/C 0, 1(Rn) :=C0, id(t)(Rn),
where id(t) is the function t [ t.
(ix) If the power exponent exceed the critical value n, we have an
embedding in a space of Lipschitz functions, no matter what logarithmic
exponent we choose. Thus if 1<n< p< and ; # R, then by
Theorem 4.13,
W2L p(log L); (Rn)/C 0, 1(Rn).
As for compact embeddings, we give the following illustrations. We sup-
pose that 0/Rn (n>1) is a bounded domain.
(x) With the notation and assumptions of (vi), if + # L is such that
*+ # L, then
W2Ln(log L); (Rn)//C0, +(t)(0 ).
(xi) With the notation and assumptions of (vii), if + # L is such
that *+ # L, then
W2Ln(log L)1n$(Rn)//C0, +(t)([0 ]).
(xii) With the notation and assumptions of (viii), if + # L is such
that id+ # L, then
W2Ln(log L); (Rn)//C0, +(t)(0 ).
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